This paper compares the irreversible and reversible rate equations from several uni-uni kinetic mechanisms (Michaelis-Menten, Hill and Adair equations) and bi-bi mechanisms (single-and doubledisplacement equations). In reversible reactions, Haldane relationship is considered to be identical for all mechanisms considered and reversible equations can be also obtained from this relationship. Some reversible reactions of the metabolism are also presented, with their equilibrium constant.
Introduction
Thermodinamical considerations in a metabolic pathway include different aspects like kinetic analysis, and identification of reversible steps in this pathway [1] . Although most of the reactions are reversible, it is usual in general Biochemistry textbooks to present to students kinetic irreversible equations. For instance, the irreversible Michaelis-Menten equation is a well-known example and it is presented in this way in general Biochemistry books (either to simplify the mechanism, or because this reaction is used for an in vitro study in absence of the product of the reaction). Nevertheless, when performing an in vivo study, or when using a biochemical mathematical model presenting several reactions of a metabolic pathway, reversible equations should be considered. In this paper, we present several reversible equations and we compare them with the irreversible ones.
Haldane relationship, an equation which can only be used for reversible reactions, connects biochemical thermodynamics and biochemical kinetics. Thus, for a reversible uni-uni reaction A = P, Haldane relationship connects equilibrium constant K eq with kinetic parameters for both irreversible reactions, A  P (V f and K mA ) and P  A (V r and K mP ). Haldane relationship is in this case: K eq = V f K mP /V r K mA . This is a general relationship that is also valid for several other mechanisms, including Hill equation (although [P] 0.5 and [S] 0.5 should replace the values of K mP and K mA , respectively). Several reversible equations are obtained from the Haldane relationship considering that in equilibrium total velocity should be zero, and that v = v A  P -v P  A . Nevertheless, this relationship is not considered universal, as when considering a bi-bi reaction with two reactions: A = Q, fol-lowed by B = P, Haldane relationship will be the product of the two equilibrium constants:
In general, Haldane relationship for a bi-bi mechanism is an equation more similar to the uni-uni equation:
Kinetic Equations of Reversible Reactions

Uni-Uni Mechanisms
The easiest mechanism for uni-uni enzyme kinetics is the Michaelis-Menten mechanism. The best known equation is the irreversible equation, which is used for a reaction with one substrate, independently on if the obtained products are one, two, or several. For a uni-uni mechanism, it can be observed a competitive inhibition by the product, as both the substrate and the product bind to the active site. This is the reason for the presence of a term depending on [P] at the denominator of the reversible equation, which is not considered for an irreversible equation, as [P] = 0. Haldane relationship from these reversible equations can be solved by considering that equilibrium concentrations would led to v = 0 (for Michaelis-Menten and Hill equations, V f α eq = V r π eq ), and K eq = [P] eq /[A] eq . Thus, resulting Haldane relationship to be: K eq = V f K mP /V r K mA .
Bi-Bi Mechanisms
Although there are several possible mechanisms, the most common bi-bi mechanisms include the ternary complex mechanism (random or ordered bi-bi) and the substituted-enzyme mechanism (ping-pong bi-bi). As it can be seen in Figure 2 , the main difference between both mechanisms is the independent term present in the denominator of the ternary complex mechanism. This independent term is present either for the irreversible or the reversible equation.
These equations are more complex than those for the uni-uni mechanism, but it should be observed that both irreversible equations can be simplified to a Michaelis-Menten uni-uni equation by considering saturated the concentration of one of the substrates. For example, for a high β, v = V f αβ/(β + αβ), and simplifying, v = V f α/(1 + α). Similarly, for a high α, the equation obtained would be v = V f β/(1 + β).
The reversible equation, when considering high β, is transformed to an irreversible Michaelis-Menten equation, with inhibitions of products (P and Q). These inhibitions depend on the bi-bi mechanism considered, and they follow the Cleland laws.
Haldane relationship from these equations can be solved by considering that equilibrium concentrations would led to v = 0 (in both cases, V f α eq β eq = V r π eq ρ eq ), and K eq = [P] eq [Q] 
Multisubstrate Mechanisms
We have considered until now uni-uni and bi-bi mechanism. Nevertheless, some reactions can be also uni-bi, or bi-uni. Irreversible equations from uni-uni and from uni-bi are identical, as both consider only one substrate. But reversible reactions present other factors in the numerators, as it can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Thus, for uni-bi reactions, numerators of the equations can be easily corrected by using the uni positive factor and the bi negative factor in the numerator: V f α -V r π ρ. And in the same way, the bi-uni equation should have the following factor as numerator: V f α β -V r π. In general, numerators can be deduced from the previous Figures. In fact, if the reaction mechanism is known, the King and Altman method [3] can be used to deduce the enzymatic equation. This method can be easily performed from the web page http://biokin.com/king-altman/index.html .
Some Examples of Reversible Reactions in Metabolism
Equilibrium constant can be used to calculate kinetic parameters by using Haldane relationship. For this reason, we present in Table 1 a brief summary of some reversible reactions extracted from Barman [4] . Equilibrium constants from the table are not taken all in the same conditions of pH and temperature, and the substrate or products concentrations in the cell would indicate whether the reaction is far or near equilibrium. Reversible reactions are usually considered non-controlling reactions in a pathway, but they can be interesting for antagonic metabolic pathways (i.e. glycolysis and gluconeogenesis), as depending on the intermediate concentrations, they can be redirected to the products or the substrates.
